TACTICAL COMMAND VEHICLES (TCV)

+ Multiple connectivity
solutions, including onthe-move satellite

THE WORLD’S BEST-CONNECTED, MOST
CAPABLE MOBILE OPS PLATFORM

+ Interoperable voice, video,
and data systems

Traditional command vehicles are not always suited to challenging environments.
Add the problems of disparate components, sluggish deployment, and the need for
specially-trained operators, and the “bigger is better” mindset begs rethinking.

+ Off-pavement and offgrid capable for the most
challenging operations

Enter the Tactical Command Vehicle (TCV), the best-connected, most capable mobile
operations platform in the world. The ideology is simple: Eliminate complexity,
create no separate systems. This fully-integrated platform has proven successful in
defense, public safety, UAS, utility, telecom, and other applications worldwide.

+ Deploys quickly and
safely by anyone, with
minimal training

It’s spawned a line of solutions, including the TCV-X with its larger work shelter, and
the TCV-Max with the large shelter mated to a double-cab chassis for even more
flexibility. Add the fast-deploy Tactical Communications Trailer (TCT) and you have a
dynamic team of high performers ready to serve anywhere, at any time.
Get to where you’re needed, deploy faster, serve more effectively.
Aircraft load planning? TCV’s are ATTLA Certified. Contact us for info.

WHEN EVERY MINUTE MATTERS
NOMADGCS.COM + 888.755.1721

TACTICAL COMMAND VEHICLES (TCV)

TCV // GAME CHANGER

TCV-X // GIVE ME SHELTER

TCV-MAX // THE BOSS

In 2005, the Bureau of Indian Affairs
needed a fast-deploy mobile command
solution to serve millions of remote
acres. What started as a collaborative
napkin sketch evolved into a platform
that now serves organizations of all
types in need of strength, connectivity,
and on-the-move operations.

The Nomad TCV-X puts the technical
performance and off-pavement prowess
of the original TCV on a longer singlecab chassis, for missions requiring less
on-the-move workspace. The command
shelter is larger, and configurable with
up to four ergonomic workstations, plus
additional seating.

Looking for maximum on-the-move and
command shelter workspace? TCV-Max
answers the call. Available options add
high ground clearance, heavy-duty rolling
gear, additional configurable storage
space, exterior attachment points, and
more. When you need efficiency en-route
and on scene, Max has your back.

DEPLOYMENT STORY // WHERE OTHERS COULDN’T PASS
After Hurricane Harvey in 2017, a Nomad TCV pushed into Port Arthur, Texas (view
from the dash at left), passing stranded command vehicles that couldn’t navigate
the flooded roads. That TCV would prove vital to early communications efforts at a
makeshift hospital. Read More: bit.ly/5readiness

CUSTOMER PROJECTS // TRUSTED TO SERVE FLAWLESSLY

Skyward, a Verizon Company: TCVMax Drone Operations Vehicle

U.S. Army Europe: TCV Command +
Emergency Transport Vehicles

Panama National Police: Tactical
Command Vehicle (TCV)
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